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• Build community Build communityWhy Engage?Why Engage?
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Henry & Harte’s Social Equivalent Advertising Value: 4 categories
•P o s t  impression
Views of brand posts in a social medium
y q g g
Views of brand posts in a social medium. 
•P a g e  impression



















Use various communication channels appropriately. pp p y




“What’s in it for me?” What s in it for me?  
¾ Freebies? 








•Y o u  have heard about the benefits of engaged 
community. What do you think is the cost of 
creating and retaining engagement?  
• What do you think you can do to “humanize” • What do you think you can do to  humanize  
your conversation? (Does this mean that we 
are not humans when we communicate with are not humans when we communicate with 
emails?) 
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